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the tokyo scoring strings 2.0 string library is written using the kontakt 1.4.5 scripting system. this is a familiar system
to most of our customers and means that you will be able to edit your instrument from inside the kontakt player

window. because of the way that strings are written in kontakt, you can take advantage of the full range of
articulation controls, as well as play with any of the instruments sounds. this system offers the ultimate flexibility, and
you can easily write down any number of custom parts using the kontakt component editor. kontakt strings are saved

as single kontakt instruments, so you can easily open and edit them in any kontakt instrument slot. you can easily
save your string instruments by simply exporting a kontakt instrument, but the kontakt format means that the data

will be compatible with all the usual kontakt editors. the kontakt project is built using the same kontakt scripting
language (ksl) that is used to create the kontakt instruments. this is a cross-platform scripting language, so you can

easily create kontakt instruments using other hosts. weve been working with kontakt scripts for a number of years, so
we felt that our strings should be able to take advantage of this powerful scripting language. the strings are written
using the powerful ksl scripting environment, and weve spent a great deal of time getting them to play as you would
expect them to. for the more experienced kontakt users, the strings should be very familiar, and we would welcome
feedback and suggestions to make the strings even better. the tokyo scoring strings 2.0 library is a custom kontakt
instrument. it uses the kontakt scripting language to create the string sections and articulations. you can open the

library and edit it directly in the kontakt player window.
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the core sound of the library is based on the legendary toho studio strings library, often regarded as the
gold standard for japanese string writing. for the tokyo scoring strings, we have continued the tradition
of using a full complement of toho studios famous performers, including the prolific yuji koseki and the

legendary nakamura chieko. the addition of yuji koseki, who is the leader of the toho studios strings
section, is especially notable. he is known for his versatility, precise dynamics and dynamic range, and
his collaborations with orchestras and conductors including john williams, john paul jones, peter eötvös
and john barry. tokyo scoring strings also features a full complement of custom articulations, including
clean sustain, legato sustain, and portamento, as well as a few that are uniquely japanese, including a

slurred, or "tiger" articulation. each string section is complemented by a dynamic range of dynamic
options, including dry, soft, and various articulations. although we didn't include any "sustain buttons,"
it is immediately obvious how you can get the same legato articulations by using the sustain settings

on the articulations patches. each string section also includes an original, distinctive, and dynamic
articulation for each string. finally, there are recording-grade, round-robin and multiple mic patches

with our signature lush, full stereo ambience. our other secret ingredient? the same "all-in-one" legato
script that works so well with all of our kontakt libraries. this script is a welcome addition to the library.

you no longer have to learn a brand new articulation, or worry about how to configure the script.
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